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More signs of Maitreya’s emergence

Worldwide reports of miracles involving people of all faiths – and those of none – appear
almost daily. Share International magazine has been reporting these phenomena for many years but a sceptical
world has seen these happenings as isolated events and has made no attempt to connect them or to
question what is behind them, why they are happening or what they mean. We suggest that they all come
from the same source, and are created for a purpose – as signs of the emergence of Maitreya, the World
Teacher and His group, the Masters of Wisdom.
Benjamin Creme, author, lecturer and editor of Share International, receives an article each
month from a Master of Wisdom. In April 2006 his Master wrote: “From statues which weep and move to
light patterns which adorn the fronts of buildings across the world; from shining crosses of light to milkdrinking Hindu gods, the signs are endless. Few can have been untouched by these wonders. Doubters and
sceptics, of course, are ever to be found. But not for long. Very soon, the climate of expectancy will grow
and register firmly in the minds and hearts of men everywhere, and into that expectant atmosphere Maitreya
will enter and begin His open mission.”
Within the last two weeks three remarkable miracles have been reported by world media. According
to Benjamin Creme, these miracles were created by Maitreya, the World Teacher and His group, the
Masters of Wisdom.

New ‘milk miracle’

THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE have been
flocking to temples in many parts of
India to witness Hindu statues ‘drinking’
milk offerings. First reported in Uttar
Pradesh, northern India, on 20 August
2006, the miracle rapidly spread to many
states, where witnesses saw the milk
vanish when offered to statues of
Krishna, Shiva, Durga and Ganesha. Long
queues formed outside temples in
Lucknow, Kolkata and Delhi, and temples
remained open late at night to
accommodate the crowds. Similar
miracles are also occuring with statues
in people’s homes.
Eleven years ago, in September 1995,
world media reported on the amazing
‘milk miracle’ when thousands of Hindus
flocked to temples and shrines all over
the world to witness for them-selves
statues ‘drinking’ milk offerings.The
media coverage was extensive and even
sceptical journalists held their milk-filled
spoons to the gods – and watched,
humbled, as the milk disappeared.

Madonna statue
drips
perfumed water

HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
from different religious
faiths travelled to a
Catholic family’s house in
Velli village, near Kochi in
Kerala, India, after news
spread of miraculous
perfumed water dripping
from a statue of the
Madonna.
The miracle was first
noticed on 21 August 2006.
An eyewitness said the
water dripping from the
statue “smells beautiful”.
Local shopkeeper
Alexander Jacob said: “It is
true. I touched the water
that is dripping from the
statue. It is a miracle from
Mother Mary.”

Miraculous
water-spouting tree

A 100-YEAR OLD RED OAK TREE
has been spouting water from its
trunk for the last three months at
the home of Lucille Pope in San
Antonio,Texas. Journalist Cary
Clack reports in the San Antonio
Express-News: “Walking into Mrs
Pope's backyard and seeing water
pouring continuously from a tall
red oak, like tea spouting from a
kettle, made me widen my eyes,
smile, shake my head in
astonishment and disbelief and say:
‘Damn if that tree isn't leaking.’”
Mrs Pope remembers that a visitor
dabbed a few drops of the water
on a spider bite and the swelling
disappeared. Later, Mrs Pope
soaked her sore ankles in the
water and they quickly improved.
She now believes that the “mystery
tree” is, indeed, special and that the
water has healing properties.

More information on worldwide miracles: www.share-international.org/miracles

Share International — background information
For over 30 years artist, author, and
lecturer Benjamin Creme has been preparing
the way for the biggest event in history — the
emergence of Maitreya the World Teacher and
His group, the Masters of Wisdom. Millions of
people around the world have heard his
information and wait expectantly for this
momentous event.
Since 19 July 1977 Maitreya has been living
in the Asian community of London, gradually
emerging before the public. Long awaited by all
faiths under different names, Maitreya is the
World Teacher for all people, religious or not.
Maitreya’s
‘roving
ambassador’
Benjamin Creme travels the world spreading
his message of hope and creating a climate of
expectancy for Maitreya’s emergence. Trained
and supervised over many years by his own
Master, with whom he is in constant telepathic
contact, Benjamin Creme has access to up-todate information on Maitreya’s emergence,
giving him the total conviction needed to
present this story to a sceptical world.

As a modern man concerned with today’s
problems, Maitreya works behind the scenes of
our changing world. The outpouring of His
extraordinary energy has been the stimulus for
dramatic developments on many fronts: the
ending of the cold war; the break-up of the
Soviet Union; the unification of Germany; the
ending of apartheid in South Africa; the growing
power of the people’s voice, leading to
demands for freedom and justice; and the
worldwide focus on preserving the
environment.

Outwardly Maitreya has met with
influential leaders from all fields, informing
them of His solutions to our pressing
problems. His message can be summarized as:
“Share and save the world.” He has not come
to found a new religion but as an educator in
the broadest sense. He will seek to inspire
humanity to see itself as one family, and to
create a civilization based on sharing, economic
and social justice, and global co-operation.
For those who seek signs of His coming,
Maitreya has manifested miracles worldwide,
touching the hearts of millions and preparing
them for His imminent appearance.

With Maitreya and His group working
openly in the world, offering Their guidance
and teachings, humanity is assured not only of
survival but of the creation of a brilliant new
civilization.

According to Benjamin Creme, we do
not have long to wait to see Him. Soon,
Maitreya will be interviewed on major US
television and His open emergence will begin.

Benjamin Creme regularly lectures
worldwide, and appears on television and radio
— in the USA alone he has been interviewed
on more than 700 radio and television shows.
He is author of 11 books — translated into 11
languages — and is editor of Share International
magazine which circulates in 70 countries. He
receives no payment for any of this work.
Benjamin Creme offers a positive view of the
future — a message of hope for the world.
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